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    第一章：专家证人和专家出庭作证制度的概述。本章主要阐明了专家证人与
专家证人出庭的概念、出庭作证是专家证人的义务以及专家出庭作证制度的作
用。 
    第二章：国外有关专家出庭作证制度的考察。主要运用比较法的研究方式，
系统介绍了英美法系专家证人出庭制度和大陆法系鉴定人出庭制度的状况，分析
二者异同及其互相融合的趋势。 










































With the development of modern science and technology , more and more cases 
will rely on the expert evidence. The conflict between technology and law highlights 
the position of expert in the process of lawsuit. The expert evidence becomes the new 
“king of the evidence”,has formed the enormous impact to judge’s judgement right. 
How to make the expert play a  suitable  role in the process of lawsuit, standardize 
the activities of  expert, and  how to examine and assert scientific evidence for a 
judge ,and  make the regulations of law and technology combine harmoniously  
becomes the starting point of the essay. Through the analyses of necessity of expert 
appearing in court, by means of method of comparative research, and on the basis of 
drawing on the experience of legislation as well as judicature of other countries, the 
essay analyzes the existing problems in the process of expert’s participation in the 
lawsuit, introduce and analyzes a case , and proposes the assumption of setting up the 
system on expert attesting in court. The whole essay is divided into four parts except 
preface and ending . 
Preface: The development of modern science and judicial proof system ask for 
the system on expert witness appearing in court. From the macroscopic angle, the 
influence of modern technology on the system of law, especially on the proof of 
litigation is illustrated. Introducing the main role of expert in the process of proof of 
litigation,a judge should  efficiently examine and assert expert evidence, the status 
quo of the provides the basis for the establishment of system on expert appearing in 
court.. 
Chapter : The general intraduction of  system on  expert witness and expert Ⅰ
appearing in court. Introducing  the concepts of expert witness and expert appearing 
in court. Appearing in court is a legal obligation of expert witness, and the main 
fuctions of  system on  expert  appearing in  court. 
Chapter : Research on the system of expert appearing in court in other Ⅱ
countries. Through the comparison between common law system and continental law 
system, the essay analyzes the similarities and differences ,along with the trend of 
integration  on  expert  appearing in court of the two law systems. 















appearing in court in China. According to the domestic judicial status quo,the 
appraiser system has certain disadvantages,that is, no rights to choose the appearance 
of expert witness for the litigant, and the fact that identifier does not appear in court to 
make testimony. The  essay  analyzes the causes of the absence to court of experts , 
the developments, advantages and disadvantages of the system of  
“appraiser” ,”expert advisor” and “expert witness” . 
ChapterⅣ: The establishment of the system on expert appearing in court in 
China. The essay expounds the nessessaties and significances of system on expert 
appearing in court,and the advantages and disadvantages between common law 
system and continental law system, introduce and analyzes a case .At last puts 
forward some legislation suggestions for setting up and perfecting the system on 
expert witness appearing in court based on the facts in our country. 
Ending : Sums up the thesises and shortcomings of the essay, points out the 
derection that the author would make efforts in future.  
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